
Again Congratulation and More Than that. 

 
It was not easy to watch from Europe but more easy to see its outcome and 
thank you for ALL ETHIOPIANS!!!!!!!!! (Administration Regions). 
 
Thank you Ethiopian people, you have said No1 for the problem makers  
International agencies who had plan to make confusion for our innocent and 
traditionally heroic people, who can say always no for enemy‟s who were 
and are still trying to create problem for such multiethnic nation –you have 
said NO like yesterday and Thank you just being a normal person of Ethiopia 
without any political responsibility.  
 
Yes today like yesterday, the Ethiopian people can identify their enemies 
and friends, their development and devastations, in general their advantage 
and disadvantages. THANK YOU as an individual who seeks peace and 
development for beloved Ethiopia! 
 
You made shame for enemies and so called human right principle political 
game makers. Even if you have patience and prudence not to expel them 
from your country, just you examined them and ignored them as they are to 
go back to their home, from where they came to find a crack among our 
unique nations, nationalities and people „s of Ethiopia.  
 
It was said “---The statement released by HRW on May 24,2010 titled 
“Government Intimidation Undermines Poll” is nothing but a display of 
uncontrollable rage by HRW as the natives of Ethiopia shocked it when they 
rejected an attempt by foreigners to anoint a king over them. By releasing 
its statement, even before the indelible ink on the fingers of the Ethiopian 
voters is dry, HRW displayed it‟s despise to the intelligence of the Ethiopian 
people to elect a party of their choice and their courage to fight against 
colonization and oppression”. Absolutely I can Agree with this reality. 
 
The just fare and free electoral victory concluded 2010 Ethiopian election 
had 32 million registered voters, 43,000 polling stations, 440,000 election 
officials and independent local observers (an average of over 10 people per 
a polling station) and 230 European and African observers, according to the 
report of the Ethiopian, Addis Abeba written a real report from home. 
   
May 23/2010 is a new renaissance strategy outcome modern Ethiopian 
progressive history and it should be remembered as a golden historical day, 
wherein the people of Ethiopia in unison have declared to follow the 
footsteps of past generations who have stood tall by subscribing to 



independence, freedom and sovereignty, and adding yet another shining 
victory of democracy, and development through the peaceful expression of 
their will accentuated by the vote they cast. 
 
 
The fourth Ethiopian national and regional elections have indeed 
demonstrated to the world, the political maturity and the ever-burgeoning 
democratic culture, that defines the Ethiopian people, who spoke in one 
word for peace and unity with diversity that reflects a new and a higher 
level of progress. 
 
We members of the Ethiopian Diaspora domiciling in the US, would like to 
seize upon this unique watermark in the startling history of our nation, to 
hail and congratulate the 32 million strong citizens who went to the polls 
and the entire Ethiopian people at large, contesting political parties, and 
other stake holders for a job well done. It remains to be a genuine and 
civilized norm for all to honour and respect the highly valued popular 
verdict of the electorate. 
 
What is going on the VOA office and its surroundings?  
 
Peace of paper written by A. Hagos Woldu, can be found in the Google 
search:  hagosw@yahoo.com, in   July, 2009 was not without understanding 
the political situation of our home as a political science, and social science 
student from, Rome, Italy. 
  
Yes the paper mentioned that ..... therefore, for this unique and historical 
nation is  facing many terrorism action internally and externally. I would 
like to contribute from my side not by gun but by pen to fight any terror 
action can disrupt any action of development and peace  to my beloved 
mother land ETHIOPIA. This responsibility is not limited only for police of 
the country. For the security we are all to be police and soldiers to protect 
from external invaders like what had our fathers and mothers years and 
years ago.  
 
Absolutely I feel joy and happiness the understanding of Addis people 
about  EPRDF Government devotion to peace and development of Ethiopia.  
Because this government leadership policy has got gate to Ethiopian new 
mode of civilization. 
 
 A federation consist of nine-states with considerable autonomy were 
established and the first multiparty elections were held in 1995. The 
distinct regional states are 9 regional linguistic-based states (kililoch, 
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singular - kilil) and 2 self-governing administrations (astedaderoch, singular 
- astedader); Adis Abeba (Addis Ababa), Afar, Amara (Amhara), Benshangul 
Gumuz, Dire Dawa, Gambela Hizboch (Gambela Peoples), Hareri Hizb 
(Harari People), Oromiya (Oromia), Sumale (Somali), Tigray, Ye Debub 
Biheroch Bihereseboch na Hizboch (Southern Nations, Nationalities and 
Peoples). 
 
Yes against the so called HUMAN Right group , the Ethiopian multi ethnic 
and pluralistic  language speaking people about 84 languages has got ONE 
SOUND TO INVESTIGATE WHO IS REAL THAN WHAT IS REALITY! This reality 
that they have experienced since 1995 constitution, which is guiding the 
country in the Integral development . 
 
 Ethiopians are the masters of their destiny. They have exercised their right 
by casting their vote to the party of their choice in the privacy of the voting 
stand.  
 
Again I wish to Congratulate Ethiopians for holding an exemplary election 
and making history. They have concluded an election with 32 million voters 
at 43,000 polling stations without a single violent incident. 
 
I have to tell the one who knows better than me but always to say your 
feeing whatever it is negative or positive is given to us by EPRDF 
government first time in Ethiopian history and to use it this opportunity 
through passing my recommendation to all Ethiopian responsible curriers  of 
public  services in all level from Kebele level to Federal level: 
 

1. Continue to respect more and more the civilians even more than that you are 
doing,  

2. Respect each other and find solidarity by feeling the responsibility you have got 
from the people. 

3. Make shameful the HRW group , who has tried to create problem for the Ethiopian 
civilians through yourself by justification of reality and free election outcome 
achievement for the development of nations, nationalities and peoples, 

4. You have special responsibility in the next five years for the termination of 
Ethiopian history forever and ever amen! 

5. Finally I am sure of these and more than that and I will do what I can from my 
side. 
THANK YOU AND WE FEEL PROUD OF EPRDF GOOD GOVERNANCE AND ETHIOPIAN 
HEROIC PEOPLE WHO KNOWS WHAT IS SEL DETERMINATION SINCE MANY DECADES!!! 
God bless you!  
_______________ 

A. Hagos Woldu  
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Graduate. 
 


